Michael Collins Piper presents the case for dismantling our planet’s most dangerous arsenal of atomic weapons of mass destruction . . .

**ISRAEL’S NUCLEAR BOMB IS FORCING AMERICA DOWN THE ROAD TO GLOBAL ARMAGEDDON!**

*Here’s the only book that tells the whole story . . .*

**THE GOLEM**

See inside for more . . .

How Israel—the racist state that has the bomb—pushed the U.S. into the senseless war in Iraq and now demands the United States wage an insane war against Iran!

There are multiple “mainstream” books on “the Israel lobby” and on the history of Israel’s nuclear bomb. But only *The GOLEM*, the new book by AFP’s Michael Collins Piper, tells the entire story of how the existence of Israel’s nuclear weapons arsenal—in combine with Israel’s lobby in Washington—has brought about the dangerous phenomenon Piper calls . . .

How Israel—the racist state that has the bomb—pushed the U.S. into the senseless war in Iraq and now demands the United States wage an insane war against Iran!

There are multiple “mainstream” books on “the Israel lobby” and on the history of Israel’s nuclear bomb. But only *The GOLEM*, the new book by AFP’s Michael Collins Piper, tells the entire story of how the existence of Israel’s nuclear weapons arsenal—in combine with Israel’s lobby in Washington—has brought about the dangerous phenomenon Piper calls . . .

A WARNING TO SENSITIVE READERS:

Unlike most authors who write about Israel and its lobby in America, Michael Collins Piper pulls no punches in describing the deeply-rooted, Talmud-based religious fanaticism behind Israel’s nuclear weapons program—a hate-filled racist philosophy that could trigger worldwide nuclear destruction.

The ‘Israelization’ of American Foreign Policy

The Golem proves that Israel—not Iran—is the nuclear problem in the Middle East!

To order your copy—while the supply lasts—use the coupon on page A-4 or call toll free: 1-888-699-6397 and charge to Visa/MC.
An ancient legend from the Talmud has virtually come to life:
Its existence is a very real threat to the survival of mankind

Not even famed Zionist lobby critics address
JFK’s secret war with Israel over nuclear weapons . . .

THE GOLEM: Although the widely-publicized new book, The Israel Lobby, by distinguished professors John Mearsheimer and Stephen Walt, challenges the lobby, the academic duo fail to discuss the serious nature of President John F. Kennedy’s struggle with Israel over the atomic bomb. It’s as if they don’t want to deal with the topic at all. WHY? The truth is—as Michael Collins Piper demonstrates conclusively in The GOLEM—you can’t talk meaningfully about the power of the Zionist lobby in America unless you face up to the reality of Israel’s nuclear blackmail and the impact of its “Golem” on U.S. foreign policy.

At left, a scene from the classic 1920’s silent film, The Golem, commemorating the tale of the Golem originating in the Jewish Talmud and later incorporated into Jewish lore heralded even in Israel today.

What is The Golem?

That provocative question—the answer to which is central to the survival of life on earth—is confronted in no uncertain terms in this explosive first-ever study of its kind . . .

In Jewish lore, a top rabbi magically conjured up out of clay from the earth a brutish creature—THE GOLEM—that the rabbi unleashed upon the world to vanquish the enemies of the Jewish people.

According to the legend—which later inspired Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein—the Golem got out of control and proved even a threat to Jewish survival . . .

In fact, a most real (and dangerous) Golem exists on our planet today . . .

Cast out of the element uranium, this Golem is—as Israel’s founding father, David Ben-Gurion, described it—Israel’s “sacred” nuclear weapon, the primary source of trouble in the realm of atomic proliferation.

In this landmark work, Michael Collins Piper documents unquestionably that

ISRAEL’S NUCLEAR BOMB
is pushing our civilization toward

GLOBAL ARMAGEDDON
and that the perpetration of this un-controlled weapons program has left

THE WORLD HELD HOSTAGE.

Piper explains the danger the planet faces as a direct consequence of U.S. collaboration with

NUCLEAR-ARMED ISRAEL
a nation which has an open historical record of Talmud-inspired, religious-based

HOSTILITY TO NON-JEWS
—a philosophy upon which Israel—since its earliest days—has worked relentlessly to construct an atomic arsenal, its Golem, the very foundation of Israel’s national security strategy known as

THE SAMSON OPTION.

In other words, like Samson of the Bible, Israel is willing to bring down the temple, in this case, the temple of mankind in an act of suicide—

NUCLEAR SUICIDE.

ORDER YOUR COPY of The GOLEM, the one book that can help put an end, once and for all, to the horrific threat of

ISRAEL’S GLOBAL TERRORISM
The Golem: Israel’s Nuclear Weapons of Mass Destruction and U.S. Foreign Policy
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An ancient legend from the Talmud has virtually come to life: Its existence is a very real threat to the survival of mankind . . .

Who better than AFP’s Michael Collins Piper to expose the danger of Israel’s Nuclear Golem?

With the United States and Israel on the verge of launching war against Iran over the issue of nuclear weapons, Michael Collins Piper is the one writer best capable of exposing the reasons why. Over the past several years, he has traveled throughout the Muslim world, meeting with its top leaders. He is shown (at right) with outspoken Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, below right with longtime Malaysian Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir Mohamad and, below left, speaking before the Arab League think tank, the Zayed Center, in Abu Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates.

"Real patriots in America don’t support the one-sided U.S. position in favor of Israel.” That’s the message that Michael Collins Piper, representing American Free Press, has conveyed to people all over the world. And the good news is this: people all over the world share AFP’s concerns.

The nuclear “Golem” is the bizarre and dangerous cornerstone of Israel’s national security policy . . .

Development of a nuclear arsenal was the foundation of Israeli policy from the beginning. In The Golem, Michael Collins Piper examines not only the fanatical nature of this nuclear policy, but also the ongoing danger of political and civil instability in Israel where anti-Christian and anti-Muslim forces are rising to power.

In Israel today the strange and frightening Talmud-based legend of the Golem remains a much-celebrated force in popular culture, inextricably linked—as shown at right in a contemporary illustration—to Israel’s national security mindset and thinking. . .

You’ll find the whole incredible story in The Golem—exclusively from AFP.

Use the coupon on B-4 to order!